Obama Recasts Climate Change as a More Far-Reaching Peril
by Julie Hirschfeld Davis
May 20, 2015: Washington – President Obama will use a commencement address, at the Coast Guard Academy in Connecticut on Wednesday, to cast his push for urgent action to combat climate change as a national security imperative.  He will argue that the warming of the planet poses an “immediate risk” to the United States.
The speech is part of an effort by Mr. Obama to make a multi-pronged case for his ambitious climate-change agenda.  He identifies this as a top priority for the remainder of his time in office.  He regards it as a central element of his legacy.  Instead of promoting his plan strictly in environmental terms, he has pitched it as beneficial for the economy and vital to the nation’s security.
“I am here today to say that climate change constitutes a serious threat to global security, an immediate risk to our national security, and, make no mistake, it will impact how our military defends our country,” Mr. Obama will tell the graduating cadets, according to excerpts from his speech distributed by the White House.  “And so we need to act, and we need to act now.”
In March, Mr. Obama unveiled a blueprint for cutting greenhouse gas emissions in the United States by up to 28% from 2005 levels over the next decade.  The plan, which hinges on new Environmental Protection Agency rules intended to drastically reduce planet-warming CO2 emissions from cars and coal-fired power plants, will be the White House’s formal submission to the United Nations ahead of a summit meeting in Paris in December.
But Mr. Obama faces strong opposition from many Republicans and coal industry officials.  They say the proposal is a vast executive overreach and would devastate the economy.  Facing such resistance, the president is working to build support in other ways, including by focusing on national defense.
“You are part of the 1st generation of officers to begin your service in a world where the effects of climate change are so clearly upon us,” Mr. Obama plans to tell the graduates at the academy, in a ceremony scheduled to start at 11 a.m.  The campus, in New London, is situated on the Thames River, which flows into the Atlantic Ocean.
“Climate change will shape how every one of our services plan, operate, train, equip and protect their infrastructure, today and for the long term,” the president is expected to say.
In a report issued on Wednesday, the White House said climate change would act as “an accelerant of instability around the world,” prompting water scarcity and food shortages that could escalate tensions globally, and leading to overpopulation.  It also said that rising temperatures would “change the nature of U.S. military missions.” It would increase the demand for resources in the Arctic and other coastal regions, which would be affected by rising sea levels, resulting in humanitarian crises that are larger and more frequent.
“Climate change, especially rising seas, is a threat to our homeland security — our economy, infrastructure, and the safety and health of the American people,” Mr. Obama plans to say.
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